IMDB
Ever think your life feels like a cliche movie? Maybe it is, well at least it is for this icebreaker. Take turns going around and describe your life as if it were a synopsis for your favorite movie/TV show. Is your life a early 2000’s comedy or a classic drama? You decide!

Personal Baseball
Take me out to the ball game. Get ready to score a home-run with this team-bonding icebreaker. Start by dividing the group into two teams. Each player will take turns writing lesser-known facts about themselves. When the first-team is up to bat, a player will be read a fact and asked to guess who it belongs to. If they get it wrong, they strike out. Three strikes and you're out; you know the drill. Whichever team has the most points at the end of the game wins!

This/That
What's better: Chocolate of Vanilla? Coke or Pepsi? Morning or Night? Find out the answers to these much-debated questions at your next virtual event with a game of This/That. Take turns posing questions and see what side folks fall on.

Rose, Thorn, Bud
This icebreaker is the perfect way to express gratitude and will allow people to express challenges they may be facing. At the beginning of your meeting have everyone go around and share their rose (something that they are thankful for right now), a thorn (an issue they're dealing with), and a bud (something they're currently looking forward to).

Link
Have someone start out with sharing a random fact about themselves. While it doesn't have to be something too generic like hair color, make sure it's broad enough to allow for similarities. For instance, you might mention that your favorite TV show is Friends or that you're an only child. If someone also has that in common they'll say “link” and tell a new fact about themselves. If more than one person says “link” it goes to the first person. This continues until everyone has been “linked.”

The Emoji Song Game
A song game that doesn't involve sharing your off-key with the whole org? Yes, please! Split up into teams of 3-5. Each team decides on a song and gets five minutes to rewrite the song in emojis. Pro tip: to save time opt for just covering the chorus. Next, go around and share your creations and see if you can guess the song.

Jackpot
Picture this: you’re on your way home from work when you stop at the gas station for a Slurpee. Right when you check out you make the impulsive decision to buy a lottery ticket with the lucky numbers on your fortune from last-night’s Chinese take-out. Turns out your fortune was right,
those numbers were lucky. You won the lottery; now what? Spend five minutes discussing how everyone would spend their lottery money. You’ll learn a lot about a person and their goals.